HOW TO

Collect & Share Virtual Event Content

with CadmiumCD’s eventScribe® Website and App
Collecting Presentation Audio from Speakers
Speaker Tasks
Have your presenters log into the Conference Harvester to complete their profiles and submit content like presentation slides or posters using an interactive task list.

Audio Recordings
Once speakers upload their presentations, they can record audio for each slide using a headset or computer microphone. Audio is immediately available on eventScribe.

Synchronized Audio and Slides
Since speakers record audio for each individual slide, the audio will be fully synchronized with the slides.
Sharing Presentation Audio on the App & Website
Access Audio + Slides
Digital attendees can log into the eventScribe App or Website, where presentation slides and audio that speakers uploaded via the Conference Harvester are now available.

Note Taking on Slides
While attendees are listening to the presentation in the eventScribe App, they can take notes, draw, and highlight right on the slides.

Listen Over and Over
Since slides and audio are automatically synchronized, attendees can easily navigate from slide to slide, and if they miss and important detail, they can listen to the recording again.
Collecting Poster Audio from Presenters
Presenters Tasks
Have your presenters log into the Conference Harvester to complete their profiles and submit their posters using an interactive task list.

Audio Recordings
Once presenters upload their posters, they can record audio detailing insights into their research using a headset or computer microphone.

Synchronized Poster Audio
The audio that a presenter records will automatically be synchronized with the poster saving you time and money, and is immediately available on the app and website.
Sharing Poster Audio on the App & Website
Access Posters + Audio
Digital attendees can log into the eventScribe App or Website, where posters and audio that speakers uploaded via the Conference Harvester are now available.

High Quality Posters
Posters are displayed on eventScribe as high quality images so that attendees can zoom in on important details.

Education at the Touch of a Button
Attendees can access posters with audio recordings on eventScribe at the touch of a button. Simply click a poster, hit the play button, and start learning.
Get eventScribe for Your Virtual Events

Visit go.cadmiumcd.com/app to get a personalized demo and start using eventScribe for your virtual or hybrid events today.